












































































































































































































































































STARK & COBRA

AN EASY  
CONVERSION

The purpose of this conversion is to show Colonel 
Stark aboard his Cobra while retaining the possibil-
ity of playing him on foot with the miniatures from 
the same boxed set. What we intend to do is care-
fully separate the upper body from the lower body 
on Stark’s miniature and work on the top hatch of a 
Cobra in order fit his torso inside.

1/ Stark

The body on Colonel Stark’s miniature, as with most 
human soldiers in AT-43, is made of two sections: the 
legs and the torso – which can be separated. To do this 
all you need to do slip a modeling knife* in between the 
belt and the breastplate. However, if too much glue 
was used during its assembly the miniature will have to 
be cut in two as neatly as possible. If this is the case, it 
will be necessary to pin the upper body and the legs, to 
be able to reassemble him without having to use glue.

2/ Turret

The top hatch of the cobra is not glued: it is the only 
the layers of paint that hold it shut. To open it you will 
need to carefully slip the tip of a modeling knife* inbe-
tween the hatch and the turret, opposite the hinge. 
Then gently use the knife as a lever, while being careful 
not to break the piece. It the paint shows some resis-
tance, it is possible to take some of it off by using a flat 
headed modeling tool on the sides.

3/ Stand and belt

Once the hatch is open, a stand has to be made so 
that Stark can be placed aboard. This stand is topped 
by a simplified reproduction of Stark’s belt, to hide 
the join between the colonel’s upper body and the 
structure of the Cobra.

WELCOME ABOARD   
COLONEL
The Therian invaders and the revolutionaries  
of the Red Blok might be getting reinforcements;  
but the proud White Stars are joined by Colonel Stark.  
This article will show you the way to customizing  
the miniature of his combat strider, Copperhead,  
so he can climb aboard it. The characteristics  
of this new version of Colonel G. Stark are  
presented in this issue of Cry Havoc page 50.

* Follow the safety instructions



WORKSHOP  AT-43

THE CHRONICLES OF THE WORLD OF RACKHAM

To build this stand you will need to cut a plastic or 
brass tube 11 to 12 mm long and 6 mm wide. Then, 
you will have to reproduce Stark’s belt using model-
ing putty*. This “sculpture” is easy as it is not nec-
essary to spend too much time on details. However, 
two important things need to be taken into account.

First, you will have to keep an eye on the depth of 
the inside of the turret: the belt has to be sculpted 
so that the hatch can still be closed. Second, the 
diameter of the tube is important. The stand has to 
fit inside the turret, of course, but there is a bit of a 
catch: the inside if the hatch door has a circlet that 
is meant to keep the hatch closed when the door is 
shut. So don’t forget to leave a 1 to 2 mm gap be-
tween the inside of the turret and the belt to make 
sure the circlet doesn’t touch the stand when Stark 
is not aboard and the hatch door is closed.

For the sculpture of the belt a thick and regular ring 
of modeling putty is put around the tube. The buckle 
is made first. Lightly carve two rectangles with round 
corners onto the putty ring, one inside the other. 
After this step, small “bricks” of putty are added to 
represent the satchels. It is also possible to sculpt a 
holster with the handle of a pistol sticking out.

At this stage of the conversion the sculpting can be 
improved. However, it is not important: once inside 
the cockpit and covered by Stark’s upper body the 
belt is barely visible.

PAINTING

The paintjob is pretty quick. It is mainly limited to 
the painting of the stand. For the rest, it requires 
touching up the places were the factory paintjob 
might have been damaged in the previous stages.

1/ The hatch

The inside of the hatch gets base-coated with 
a 25/75 mix of Accursed black and Gray of Dark-
ness. A black wash is then applied. The second step 
is a very thin wash of rust, composed of a 50/50 
mix of Natural leather and Merin’s fire. The circlet 
is touched up with the base mix, then with Sharp 
gray. To finish off, a thin white gleam is added on 
the inside at the bottom of the circlet and on the 
outside at the top of the circlet. A final gleam is 
applied to the edge of the hollow in the centre of 
the hatch door.  

“WE NEVER LEAVE  
ANYONE BEHIND!” 

– COLONEL G. STARK.

A few useful colors

Abyssal blue

003

Steel gray

044

Gray of Darkness

045

Wildcat gray

042

Sharp gray

043

Forgot ten gold

025

Soil of Avagddu

022

Accursed black

002

Natural leather

034

Merin’s fire

038

Eternal white

001

* Follow the safety instructions



STARK & COBRA
2/ Stark’s stand,  

breastplate and legs

The breastplate is touched up in U.N. blue, i.e. 
a 5/45/50 mix of Accursed black, Gray of Darkness 
and Steel gray. The brass tube is simply painted Ac-
cursed Black.

The belt of the stand is base-coated with a 
40/40/20 mix of Forgotten gold, Wildcat gray and 
Soil of Avagddu. A Soil of Avagddu wash is then ap-
plied, followed by highlighting done with a 20/80 
mix of Forgotten gold and Wildcat gray. The belt 
buckle and the pistol grip are painted the same way 
as the inside of the hatch.

Stark’s legs are done in the same way around the 
belt, to cover any traces of the conversion.

Finally, the stand is glued inside the turret.

This fairly simple conversion will allow you to play 
the Cobra with Stark aboard, without having to sacri-
fice a standard Cobra and a colonel on foot. On top 
of that, it looks awesome out on the battlefield!

LEXICON

To Base: First step consisting in applying a 
unified color to a zone. On ready painted minia-
tures, one coat is enough, instead of three for a 
non painted miniature.

To Highlight raised areas: Technique used to 
emphazise various zones and volumes without 
having to paint a gradation. The paint needs to 
be very fluid and of a brighter tone. The edges 
are barely brushed using the flat part of the paint-
brush. By pressing the broad side of the paint-
brush against the volume, it is relatively easy to 
follow each edge. All raised parts are treated this 
way. It can be interesting to mark the difference 
between the edge that are in broad light and the 
others by using slightly different tones.

Wash: Technique used to create color grada-
tions. The color used to darken the paint is mixed 
with water to obtain something close to colored 
ink. The wash is quickly painted on the zones of 
the miniatures that need to be darkened. A it 
dries the water evaporates, leaving the pigment in 
the hollows, creating a shaded zone. This might 
need to be done several times to obtain the per-
fect result.


